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Occupational therapy5
Occupational
Therapy

QUANTITY: Teorema Project - Introduction - Configurable structures - Configured structures - Aids 
for insert and grasp work - Configuration options - Aids from the Magic Snake range - 
Other libraries of aids - Ergo Mobile station - Posture Monitoring Feedback - Instrumental 
evaluations - Occupational tables - More options

Printed in November 2014, 42 pages, English edition.

4
Pulley Therapy

Pulley therapy

QUANTITY: Archimedes Pulley Therapy System - Introduction - Fixed Wall Frames - Fixed Celling 
Frames - 2-sided Fixed Frames - Self-supporting frames - Configuration Options - Straps 
and supports - Handles - Other Tools - Sets of accessories - Ercolina & Poliercolina - 
Continued Intensive Rehabilitation - Frames - Accessories - The Method

Printed in November 2014, 34 pages, English edition.

TCare
QUANTITY:

2
Introduction to diathermy - Biological effects of TCARE - The TCARE device - Accessories 
supplied - Optional accessories - TCARE treatment cream - Patented Roll-On handpiece 
- Transdermal tranfer - Resistive and capacitive modes - Control panel and timer display - 
Why to choose TCARE - Some clinical cases - Education

Printed in November 2014, 15 pages, English edition.

Electromedical equipment2
Electro-medical
equipment

QUANTITY: Introduction to the Chinesport Series - Explanation of the symbols - Tecar Therapy for 
cellular regeneration - Shockwave therapy - High intensity laser therapy - Electrotherapy 
- Ultrasound therapy - Combined therapy - Vacuum therapy - Laser therapy - Low level 
Laser therapy - Scanning laser therapy - Magneto therapy - Radar therapy - Presso therapy 
- Traction therapy

Printed in January 2016, 24 pages, English edition.

Therapy tables1
Therapy tables

QUANTITY:

Configuration Guide - Details - Number and type of sections - Height adjustment and type 
of control - Type of synthetic leather design - Color of section cover - Cushions for posture - 
Electrical accessories - Padded supports and elements - Specific accessories for Test Series 
tables - VISIT tables range - THER tables range - UNIX tables range - SINTHESI tables range - 
BOBATH tables range - Multi-purpose tables and for specific treatments - TEST tables range 
- Massage tables and for aesthetics - ALUX tables range - Basic tables - Other furniture

Printed in October 2015, 84 pages, English edition.

The leaflets are a completing instrument to the Chinesport General Catalogue, as well as a more 
detailed highly specialized company information about the treated topics. They may be a summary 
of the different chapters in the General Catalogue, or even entirely coincide with the content on each 
chapter.



Tilt tables7
Tilt Tables QUANTITY: Introduction - Choice of the upholstery colour  - Straps, supports and upholstery items - 

Electrical accessories - Specific accessories - Tilt tables for supine position - Tilt tables for 
supine position and treatments - Tilt tables for prone and supine position - Bobath table 
with tilt function - Postural cushions

Printed in November 2014, 19 pages, English edition.

Parallel bars - Introduction to the STandGO system - The parallel bar glider - The modularity 
of our parallel bars - Modular walk paths - Plus line, parallel bars for children - Plus 
line, parallel bars for adults - Standard line, parallel bars - Staircases for rehabilitation - 
introduction to the rehabilitation staircases - The different configuration options - Plus line, 
configuration options for staircases - Standard line, configuration options for staircases 
- Posture mirrors

Printed in October 2015, 26 pages, English edition.

Parallel bars and staircases8
Parallel bars
and staircases

QUANTITY:

Medical gym12
Medical gym

QUANTITY:

Podoscopes - Photographic analysis of the feet - Lux Postural analyser - Photographic 
analysis of posture - Introduction to Stabilometry - PODATA™ stabilometric footboard - 
GPS 400 Posture analysis system - GPS 100 Posture analysis system - Software GPS 5.0 - 
Introduction - Software GPS 5.0 - Photographic analysis - software GPS 5.0 - Stabilometric 
analysis - Other tools for posture analysis - Sinthesi series - MITO postural table - GPS 
Medical Community

Printed in November 2014, 23 pages, English edition.

Posture analysis14
Posture analysis

QUANTITY:

Introduction - Options - Electrical accessories - Accessories for patient comfort - Shower 
trolleys for paediatric use - Shower trolleys for adults - Shower trolleys for bariatric use - 
AIRone project - anti-decubitus cushions

Printed in November 2014, 15 pages, English edition.

Shower trolleys16
Shower trolleys

QUANTITY:

Standing frames6
Standing 
frames

QUANTITY:

Therapeutic indications - An overview on options and adjustments - Configuration guide 
-  The base structure - The footplates - The knee supports - Height of the structure -  
Verticalization - Verticalization support - The side handles - The upper part of the structure 
- The service tray - Some typical products and variants - The Struzzo model to move 
independently - The Easy Up model with dynamic upper part - The classic harness Stand 
Up model - The new Stand up model with adjustable handles - The Stand Up base model 
with manual verticalization - The origins of the product - Some testimonies by end users - 
The Struzzonline blog: an opportunity to share

Printed in November 2015, 45 pages, English edition.

Wall Bars for home or gym use - Posture Control Mirrors - Posture analysis systems 
- Mats for different purposes - Cushions of various shapes and functions - Large balls - 
Specific training balls - Propriocective boards - Other propriocective devices - Devices for 
low-impact exercises and massage - Devices for psychomotor exercises - Rep bands and 
weights - Bouncing trampolines - Improving the sitting posture

Printed in January 2016, 43 pages, English edition.



QUANTITY:

The updating of the contents of our General Catalogue – 
international edition, has had a progressive development for 
each of its different chapters and it is still at a conclusive stage. 
We foresee to deliver the new document by the end of February 
2016.

May you be interested, it is possible to state your preference 
as for the number of copies, which will be sent to you 
via express courier to the address of your choice. It may 
be useful, as well, to indicate the referring person and a 
telephone number to guarantee a greater success of the 
shipping.

CHINESPORT spa - Via Croazia, 2 - 33100 Udine - Italy - Tel. 0432 621 621 - Fax 0432 621 620 - www.chinesport.com

PLEASE FILL IN CLEAR WAY AND IN CAPITAL LETTERS:

Company name:

Address and ZIP code:

Email address:

Telephone number:

Country:

For up to 5 pieces we will use an express 
courier service at our expense. Whenever 
we may have to deal with larger number 
of copies, they can be sent according to 
the following alternative criteria:  

 Free of charge, but as part of a 
given purchase of Chinesport 
products;

	At your expense.
Contact person:New client? YES NO

Hospital chairs  - Introduction - Elba model - Ischia model - Patient stretchers from the Visit line - 
Configuration options - Visit Mobil model - Visit Transfer model - Multi-purpose transferchair 
from the Test line - Test Mobil model - Accessories - Electrical accessories - For protection 
and hygiene - Supports and other elements - Accessories for Test Mobil - Cushions for posture 

Printed in December 2015, 23 pages, English edition.

Patient transport18
Patient transport

QUANTITY:

CD with pdf brochures

QUANTITY:

REHABILITATION EQUIPMENT and ASSISTIVE DEVICES

International Edition

NEW BROCHURES 2016

Lifting armchairs17
Lifting armchairs

QUANTITY:

The CD contains all the brochures in pdf format available at present as listed above.

Introduction - Protection elements and supports - Choosing the upholstery color - Dual 
motor riser armchair - Four motor riser armchair - Extra large riser armchair - Manual 
relax armchairs - The Back School advices 

Printed in January 2016, 19 pages, English edition.
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